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Set Up  
 
Picklejam® consists of two paddles, a pickle ball, and two double walled scoring cylinders with connecting rods. 
 
Step 1:  Lay larger flat cylinder down and insert the 3 tabs into the 3 slotted openings accordingly. Add Picklejam®     
label to outside of larger cylinder. Take smaller flat cylinder and insert the tab into the slotted opening.  
 
Step 2: Place smaller cylinder inside of larger cylinder in the center.  
 
Step 3: Take the two connector rods and insert one of each end into smaller cylinder vertically and connect to larger 
cylinder. Turn connectors horizontally until they rest in place. 
 
 

Game Play 
 

 Find a flat surface and place the 2 cylinders 20 Feet apart.  
*Note* Distance can vary based on available playing space and/or skill level.  
 

 Play consists of four players divided into teams of two. Members of the same team stand at opposite ends of 
the scoring cylinders.  

 

 A coin toss or similar method can be used to determine which team serves first.  
 

 The game begins with the team that goes first - Team 1, followed by second team, Team 2.  
 

 Team 1 determines who will be the first server. Team 1 server can either stand next to or behind the scoring 
cylinder but can not cross in front of it while serving. Team 1 server then uses the paddle to hit the pickleball 
in an underhanded fashion to their teammate at the opposite scoring cylinder, aiming for the center of the 
scoring cylinder. Team 1 receiver has the option to tap the ball towards the scoring cylinder with their paddle 
or let it hit unassisted for listed points. Team 1 receiver then becomes Team 1 server hitting the ball back 
towards teammate as explained above to complete the first half of round. The paddles and ball are then 
handed to Team 2 to complete the second half of round. The game is played until 21 Points have been 
reached first by either team after losing team has completed Redemption Round.  

 

 A round is considered completed when all four players have had a chance to both serve and receive.  
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This Game Includes: 

2 Large Scoring Cylinders 
2 Small Scoring Cylinders 
4 Connector Rods 
2 Picklejam Stickers 
2 Picklejam Paddles 
2 Pickleball Balls 
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Scoring 

1 - Point – Ball hits any portion of the outer adjacent scoring cylinder, whether assisted   
or unassisted by a teammate.  
 
2- Points - Ball enters outer scoring cylinder assisted by teammate.  
  *Note* - Ball enters either inner or outer cylinder but bounces out either 
   assisted or unassisted by a teammate – automatic 2 Points. 
 
3 - Points – Ball enters outer scoring cylinder unassisted by teammate. 
 
5 - Points – Ball enters inner scoring cylinder assisted by teammate or ball 
hits back of outer cylinder or ground landing in inner cylinder unassisted.  
 
21 - Points – Ball enters inner scoring cylinder unassisted by teammate.  
               *Note* - Game winner pending Redemption Round by opposing team.   
 
Bonus Points – The Receiver of the Team has the option once the ball is served to 
them to hit the ball back to the server in an attempt to gain double the points to any 
points awarded that turn. Once that is completed the Receiver then becomes 
Server and the rest of Team 1’s round is played accordingly. A score is needed to 
earn additional bonus points.  
  

Example: Team 1 Server hits ball to Team 1 Receiver – Team 1 Receiver 
hits ball back to Team 1 Server and ball lands in outer scoring cylinder adjacent to 
server unassisted scoring 3 points for said team. Team 1 also receives an 
additional 3 points for difficulty of play for a total of 6 points for that turn.  
 

 
Rules 

 

 The game is played until a Team reaches 21 exactly. If a Team goes over 21 they 
reset to 15 for a one time penalty and then may go over 21 to win the game.  
 

 A Team must win by 2 Points.  
 

 The Server may not cross in front of the scoring cylinder while serving.  
 

 The Receiver may go anywhere in the playing field to attempt to score. 
 

 The ball is considered dead once it hits the ground except if it bounces while inside the outer or inner 
cylinder. If it bounces into the inner cylinder that team is still awarded 5 points.  
 

 No double taps are allowed.  
 

 If the ball is served and hits the Receiver’s body, the ball must hit the paddle immediately after to attempt to 
score. 
 

 If a Team scores in the inner cylinder unassisted for 21 Points while already having points, that score does 
not penalize the team for not getting 21 exactly and there is no reset. The Team will win if the opposing Team 
can not tie with a Redemption Round.  
 

 Redemption Round - Any opposing team has one last round to try to tie or win the game after a Team 
reaches 21. 
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